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This article develops a context-specific approach to learning and teaching of
Practical Theology in non-confessional settings in higher education. Where
Practical Theology is not linked to ministerial training and exclusively Christian
discipleship, the first task is to redefine its purpose for a diverse body of stu-
dents and staff of all faiths and none. The classroom is conceived here as a
space for ‘thinking differently’ in dialogue with alterity about contemporary
issues in lived religion with the aim of shaping ethically engaged habitus.
This is framed as the process of ‘becoming divine’ through self-transcendence
and active contribution to this-worldly transformation. Underlying this
approach is a theological anthropology of the human subject as fragment
which is open to the future. The use of autoethnography is explored as a
method for narrative identity formation which complements and is comple-
mented by engagement with public debate. The non-confessional setting
draws attention to fluid identities beyond the binary of ‘church’ and ‘world’,
and to issues of pluralism in identity formation. Finally, questions arise regard-
ing the role of the educator and the management of their own ‘confession’.
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What I really need is to be clear about what I am to do, not about what I must know,
except insofar as knowledge must precede every action … It is a question of finding a
truth that is truth for me, of finding the idea for which I am willing to live and die.
And what would it profit me if I discovered a so-called objective truth; if I worked my
way through the systems of the philosophers and was able to parade them forth on
demand; … if it held no deeper significance for me and for my life? (Kierkegaard,
1978: 34–35)
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Introduction

It is my contention that non-confessional settings for the teaching of Practical Theol-
ogy1 require a context-specific approach. The practice context which gives rise to the
proposal is the current scenario in Religions and Theology at the University of Man-
chester which does not provide ministerial training and/or Christian formation in
discipleship. While Angela Pears (2007) has considered the justification and impli-
cations for religiously unaffiliated staff to teach Practical Theology to Christian
practitioners, in my context it is the institutional framework itself which is explicitly
non-confessional. Perhaps attracted by this framework is a diverse student body
who might or might not be religiously affiliated, Christian or otherwise. Many of
them choose course units on the basis of the stated theme—in my case gender
studies in religion—and not on the basis of the related discipline and any associ-
ations they might have with it.
The profile of the self-identified Christian students I teach reflects one of the key find-

ings of Guest et al. (2013: 195) in their study of Christianity in higher education in
England: ‘Christian students’ connections with the churches are highly disparate;
some are very active and engaged in church life, but a large number have no connection
with any church at all.’ In addition to Guest et al.’s (2013) spectrum from Christian
active affirmers to unchurched Christians, I find in my classroom also the equivalent
spectrum from other religious communities, most frequently from Jewish communities
and those originating in South Asia. A third group are students with a secular outlook
whose positions range from anti-religious atheists to tolerant agnostics. Finally, there
are those whose identities defy characterization in the binary of either religious or
secular. Day et al. (2013: 1) describe them as ‘fuzzy’, ‘not… in the sense of being con-
fused or muddled, but simply “in-between” … or on their way to somewhere else’
which is not reached by the outdated binary. The ‘fuzzy’ category includes those
who have ‘multiple belongings that are strategically selected’, and who are sometimes
religious and sometimes non-religious (Day et al., 2013: 2). In other words, my class-
room contains a microcosm of contemporary British society with the filters that higher
education applies. It is in no way a student body traditionally engaged in Practical
Theology within the context of Christian ministerial training. This necessitates a repo-
sitioning of Practical Theology’s pedagogical design and the purpose underlying it.
Diversification of the traditional student body through the significant influx of

Others also prompted Rebecca Chopp’s foundational research in SavingWork: Fem-
inist Practices of Theological Education (Chopp, 1995) and Elisabeth Schüssler Fior-
enza’s more recent Democratizing Biblical Studies: Toward an Emancipatory
Educational Space. In Chopp’s case, it was women coming into previously male-
dominated spaces, and in Schüssler Fiorenza’s case, students from ethnic and class
groups not previously present in a majority white, upper-middle-class institution. I
borrow from Schüssler Fiorenza (2009) the concept of emancipatory and democratic
educational space in theological education which has the aim to shape ethically
engaged habitus. I use this to develop a revised agenda for Practical Theology that

1 Throughout the article I use capitals to differentiate the learning and teaching of theology and its sub-disciplines from
theology itself.
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takes seriously a diverse range of students of all faiths and none. I give this space the
particular contours of ‘thinking differently’ for ‘becoming divine’ with reference to
the work of Grace Jantzen (1998). Before fleshing out in what ways this can be rea-
lized in a non-confessional setting, I address Chopp’s reminder that thinking about
theological education is grounded in ecclesiology. What does this mean in a non-
confessional context with students of all faiths and none, and what are the conse-
quences for an appropriate purpose of teaching Practical Theology? This leads me
to the related question of a theological anthropology that spans this diverse body
of learners. Finally, I sketch out the use of autoethnography as a (safe) space for nar-
rative identity formation in this environment where many perspectives meet and
struggle with each other towards the future.

The Relationship between the Learner and What is to be Learnt in
Non-confessional Practical Theology

My opening epigram is taken from the journal of Søren Kierkegaard, written when
he was a student of theology. He demands from his educators an approach to teach-
ing and learning which encourages the learner to let knowledge ‘come alive in me’
(Kierkegaard, 1978: 35). It is his expectation that theology should offer induction
into a committed Christian life precisely due to its subject matter. Kierkegaard is par-
ticularly exasperated with rote learning for regurgitation in exams. Instead, he is
looking for experiential and reflexive2 learning with a strong action orientation.
This view of the study of theology for discipleship has an ongoing international

history which cannot be explored here in detail.3 The underlying assumption is
that students and staff are committed and practising Christians preparing for
some form of lay or ordained ministry. This is in contrast to my institutional
context at the University of Manchester where confessional membership of staff
and students is neither required nor ascertained. In other words, the study of theol-
ogy at Manchester is open to those of all (religious) faiths and none. A model of
learning and teaching theology which takes this non-confessional context seriously,
which even regards it as a desirable invitation for the practice of dialogue in diver-
sity, cannot operate with the aim of discipleship in a normative, confessional Chris-
tian sense. This is crystalized in Practical Theology with its traditional link to
ministerial training. What is needed in the non-confessional setting is an alternative
vision of the purpose(s) of offering Practical Theology which is currently missing. I
suggest as one possible purpose the practice of pragmatic public theology in the
classroom which I develop in the remainder of the article.

2 I adopt the nomenclature of ‘reflexive’ and derivatives to refer to an inward perspective on the self, whereas ‘reflective’
and derivatives denote an outward perspective beyond the self. See Graham et al. (2005: 19-20).
3 For a detailed discussion of its development in German Protestant theology, my own place of entry into the study of
theology, see Luther (1980). What becomes evident in Luther’s discussion of the influence of theWort-Gottes-Theologie
(theology of the Word) on the academic study of Protestant theology in the twentiethth century is its
normative-authoritarian character and the prioritizing of Scripture over experience. For a strongly North American per-
spective on Practical Theology see Miller-McLemore (2012), especially chapter 8 ‘Practical Theology, Pedagogy and
Theological Know-How’, pp. 185–207. Her claim as to what counts as relevant curriculum demonstrates clearly her
underlying assumption of practical theological education as normative induction into Christian discipleship and
ordained ministry.
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Consideration of a contextually appropriate purpose of Practical Theology draws
attention to the ways in which the non-confessional setting of all faiths and none
embodies the territory of ‘church’ and ‘world’ and debates over their relationship.
This binary is overlaid by another, namely the emic-etic dynamic as it is discussed
in approaches to religious studies. It is important to clarify that a non-confessional
setting might be multidenominational, but solely Christian. In this case, all partici-
pants are considered to be ‘insiders’ committed to a Christian framework, even
though there might be no consensus over its particulars. As Zoë Bennett (2006:
334) discusses in her reflection on the Cambridge Theological Federation, the ecu-
menical encounter itself becomes a key aspect of learning because it forces partici-
pants ‘to ask in explicit ways what it is that holds us together at all’. Even so,
their diversities are held together by their emic approach. However, in my context
the category of ‘insider’ perspectives is destabilized by the way that some self-
identified, but ‘fuzzy’ Christian students (do not) relate to church, as evidenced by
Guest et al. (2013)4 and which I find in my classroom, too. Their Christian identities
and practices are fluid, unorthodox and without clear boundaries between ‘church’
and ‘world’.
Where the study of theology is open to those of all faiths and none, Christians find

themselves among a variety of ‘outsiders’ to the Christian tradition whose perspec-
tives often generate a different set of concerns and questions in response to the same
material. An illustration frommy practice is the topic of gender and priesthood: emic
questions frequently focus on different interpretations of imago Dei and the conse-
quences arising, whereas an etic approach might start from equal opportunities
policy. Neither side might initially see the relevance of the other’s reference point.
The educator’s role is to invite all participants to ‘take part in debates about the
“common good”’ (Schüssler Fiorenza, 2009: 8) by facilitating constructive debate
across whatever factions might form, and to discourage the development of any
hegemonic discourse which might silence alternative perspectives. It follows that
there is no place in this kind of radical democratic space5 for the practice of uni-
directional educational hospitality which assigns to the etic perspective the role of
spectators who learn about and from the hegemony, in this case Christianity.6 Need-
less to say that radical democratic practice places serious demands on the educator
to manage their own standpoint, whether it be emic or etic,7 and to keep the class-
room dynamics as constructive as possible.8

What I am proposing then as a purpose for non-confessional Practical Theology is
a merger of two aspects. First, it should employ the empirical study of ‘how people
perceive traces of the sacred’ (Ganzevoort, 2009a: n.p.). Second, it should retain
from confessional discipleship education the orientation towards ethical commit-
ment of students and staff, but what this entails should be open to debate, and

4 See earlier discussion.
5 I follow Schüssler Fiorenza’s (2009: 7) definition of the radical democratic space: ‘In my usage, however, democracy
does not denote representative formal democracy. Neither am I concerned with governance. Rather, I envision a pro-
foundly egalitarian space where citizen interpreters of the Bible are accountable to a global citizenry.’ I exchange
‘lived religion’ for her disciplinary reference point of the Bible.
6 See e.g. Groome (2011).
7 See e.g. Pears (2007).
8 See also Bennett (2006: 342–43).
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whether commitment is made (at the time of study) should not be a requirement for
successful achievement of assessed learning outcomes. This way, Practical Theology
can support the formation of ethical commitment, however it is defined by learners
themselves, among those who wish it, as well as enabling all students to develop
critical knowledge and understanding of an aspect of lived religion.
The resulting classroom is ‘a forum, a public space of critical-constructive debate,

ethical evaluation, and interpretive practices’ (Schüssler Fiorenza, 2009: 119) where
students and staff bring a diverse range of perspectives to bear on a central issue in
contemporary religious practice considered within a wider social context. Schüssler
Fiorenza’s forum has affinities with the model of pragmatic public theology in the
post-secular discussed by Elaine Graham (2013). ‘The purpose of a pragmatic
public theology … is not to galvanize a singular metaphysical moral vision or to
reinforce a singular normative worldview, but to facilitate and to nourish collabora-
tive strategies around common moral tasks’ (Hogue in Graham, 2013: 215). What is
useful for the non-confessional context with learners of all faiths and none is the con-
structive engagement with pluralism and the accommodation of ‘fuzziness’ in the
relationship of ‘church’ and ‘world’: ‘[pragmatic public theology] locates itself
within fluid boundaries and identities and concentrates on building common
spaces and projects as a means of facilitating dialogue’which serves as ‘an invitation
to participate in a way of life’ (Graham, 2013: 214). Following on from this, I
suggest that in the Practical Theology classroom as forum, learners of all faiths
and none are encouraged to articulate what living well means to them, which in
turn enables them to newly embrace or to consolidate a consciously chosen way
of the good life.
I find a useful model for this kind of non-normative orientation towards ethical

commitment arising from pluralist debate in Grace Jantzen’s (1998) process of
‘becoming divine’ which is based on the work of Luce Irigaray. For Jantzen, ‘becom-
ing divine’ is identity formation and personhood which pulls the immanent towards
the transcendent, where embodiment and that of the highest value are inseparable.
The divine horizon, for Irigaray and Jantzen, demands our contribution to human
flourishing and active love of the world, the practice of justice in the here and
now. Consequently, Jantzen’s political theology of flourishing aims to promote
values of life and creativity, diversity and mutuality which are to be applied holisti-
cally and universally for the benefit of all creation.
The normative question of what should count as divine attributes is approached

by Jantzen (1998: 91–95) thus. First, dynamic attributes of process and action like
‘becoming’ are preferable to personalized terms such as ‘God the Father’ because
dynamic attributes are better suited to draw us into active transformation of the
here and now. Second, since human experiences are diverse, so divine horizons
need to be in the plural to avoid exclusion and domination. A similar point is
made by Stephen Pattison (quoted in Le Cornu, 2006: 21) in his elaboration of theo-
logical reflection: ‘It is more appropriate therefore to speak of theologies rather than
theology, since anyone, anywhere, who considers how their individual experience
might relate to faith is engaging in [theological reflection], often drawing quite dis-
tinct conclusions one from another.’ However, to avoid relativism Jantzen insists
that only those symbols and practices which best facilitate human and other
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flourishing are worthy of the divine horizon. For this purpose, Jantzen proposes the
symbolic of natality and incarnation instead of necrophilia and transcendence, and
an emphasis on sexuate bodiliness, community and imagination. What Jantzen
demands is not a faithful inhabiting of Christian tradition and orthodoxy; she has
already faulted and rejected them for causing and upholding injustice, violence
and destruction.9 In its place she calls for tireless effort in ‘thinking differently’10

and its resultant action out of the desire for ‘becoming divine’.
To return to my focus on pedagogy, not all learning environments support the

learner’s ‘becoming divine’. This is the theological critique we should employ to
analyse educational practices and outcomes: Do they encourage ‘thinking differ-
ently’ in community and for the common good? Jantzen (1998: 70) explicitly
rejects the adversarial teaching methods of her own discipline, namely the philos-
ophy of religion, where convention has it that one proposal is set up against
another. The aim is to attack the weaknesses in the opponent and to come out as
the winner. Jantzen argues that this kind of combative pedagogy of domination dis-
courages collaborative experimentation and risk-taking creativity, processes that are
at the heart of emancipatory and democratic education as pragmatic public theology
that I am pursuing here. Where the aim is to help learners to ‘think differently’ in
order to envision better divine horizons, the nurturing of sensitivity, attentiveness,
discernment and creative imagination will be key. The focus of such learning is on
deconstruction of the current ‘text’11 from within and the development of alterna-
tives which help to change the ground (Jantzen, 1998: 61). Later, I propose autoeth-
nography as an appropriate method to support learners in this double movement of
deconstruction and construction in a non-normative manner.

Who or What is the Learner in Non-confessional Practical
Theology?

Having clarified that learners in non-confessional Practical Theology cannot be con-
ceived as Christian disciples to be inducted into orthodoxy, but as a religiously and
ideologically diverse group of participants encouraged to critique and propose
future visions, I take the question of theological anthropology further. ‘Becoming
divine’ suggests an ongoing dynamic of identity formation which is never completed
in its striving for transcendence. I find helpful synergies in the late German practical

9 The qualitative difference between Jantzen’s and Pattison’s understanding of the relationship between experience and
Christian tradition becomes obvious in Le Cornu’s (2006: 21) comment on Pattison: ‘The traditional understanding that
theology formulates universally valid truths and doctrines is challenged, individual theologies are necessarily subjective,
and the relationship between the traditional and contemporary individual is unclear.’ Yet, tradition is an integral partner
in Pattison’s method of critical conversation, but without hegemonic status. On the other hand, Jantzen’s rejection of
doctrine and tradition is a priori. She affords hegemonic status to the quest for flourishing as she understands it.
10While I am aware that Jantzen can be accused of exclusive focus on cognition at the expense of emotional and bodily
sources of desire, I retain her concept of ‘thinking differently’ because it connects with the format of autoethnography as
a written record of reflection, which I discuss later. What is relevant to note at this point is that the focus on the self in
autoethnography naturally encourages reflexion on the writer’s emotions and embodiment (see Walton, 2014: 4); the
educator can explicitly steer the learner in this direction through the setup of the task and thus broaden it out
beyond the cognitive.
11 ‘Text’ should be understood here literally, but also in the widest sense to include the critical reading of social practices,
social arrangements and so forth.
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theologian Henning Luther’s (1992) work on the open-endedness of learning pro-
cesses. His anthropology builds on Kierkegaard when he considers human life
(stories) to be fragments that are open to the future. Luther uses the concept of
the fragment not in the sense of individuals being part of a larger social unit, for
example the Body of Christ. His emphasis is on the temporal aspect of the individual
life and life story. Life understood as fragment expresses the potential for coherence
and closure as well as dead ends and U-turns which contradict what went before.
These might occur simultaneously in different strands of a life story; they might
also occur sequentially.
Learning and identity formation for Luther are not rightfully pursued if their aim

is final completion and forced integration. From his theological perspective, person-
hood is not the end-state of a learning process which is considered successful because
it has apparently come to an end-state. For Luther (1992: 172), it is the incomplete-
ness of becoming which is the proper state of humans, and it is the seeking of com-
pletion and totality which is sinful in its hubris. Rather, Luther (1992: 168) proposes
a theological anthropology of humans as fragments who point beyond their current
state backwards to their past and forwards towards a future which seeks to be rea-
lized but always remains open-ended. He recognizes that the experience of life as
fragment is not without pain with respect to the past as a ‘story of loss’ (Bieler,
2014: 21). But pain stands in tension with desire which points to the potential for
self-transcendence (Bieler, 2014: 21–22). Following Luther then, the learner is not
seeking completion of knowledge and understanding, but development in the perpe-
tual process of self-transcendence in reflexion.

A Narrative Approach to ‘Becoming Divine’

Another German practical theologian Heinz Streib builds on the work of Henning
Luther, and also Paul Ricoeur and Johann Baptist Metz, to develop a concept of nar-
rative identity which is directly relevant to my pedagogical project. With Ricoeur
and Luther, Streib posits that narrative identity is diachronic in its reflexion on
the past to plan for the future. It is formed in dialogic relation to alterity, in a reflex-
ive stance that is not only self-generated. The Italian philosopher Adriana Cavarero
(2000) emphasizes this dialectic, collaborative aspect of life story construction to the
point that she shows the autobiographical effort to be seriously limited when carried
out in isolation. It needs the input of an Other for a relatively more complete and
reliable account of who we are, even though she acknowledges that it always
remains incomplete and subjective (Cavarero, 2000: 39–45). First, it needs an
Other to tell of one’s beginning which is beyond one’s memory. Second, the Other
is not subject to the autobiographical impulse towards (false) coherence and unity
in telling another’s life story.12

12 A literal translation of the original title of Cavarero’s work clearly sums up her insistence on the essential and correc-
tive role of the Other in life story construction: you who looks at me, you who narrates me (tu che mi guardi, tu che mi
racconti). This is in contrast to the feminist theological tradition of ‘hearing into speech’ which stems from the work of
Nelle Morton. Both Cavarero and Morton work within feminist frameworks of bringing women to subjectivity, both
consider reciprocity as a necessary process, yet their understanding of the Other’s action is diametrically opposed.
Where Morton advocates the passive-receptive, Cavarero claims the active-constructive as crucial.
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Streib (1991, 1994) also considers this impulse which he finds reflected in the lit-
erature; his critique of James Fowler’s theory of faith development is exemplary of
his position. A similar caveat is raised by Graham, Walton and Ward (2005: 67,
emphasis added) against theories of narrative identity which show ‘a disturbing ten-
dency to assume that the redemptive power of narrative can always bring healing
and release, and that discordant elements can always be reconciled within a life
story properly told’. Streib follows Luther in his demand that the construction of
narrative identity should not forcibly strive for coherence and achievement of nor-
mativity, but remain in the paradoxes of conflict and incoherence in continuity as
well as fragmentation. Reconciliation and consolidation are neither always achiev-
able nor necessarily desirable. However, I agree with Andrea Bieler (2014: 24) who
suggests that for twenty-first-century theology a corrective is required to Luther’s
dismissal of human desire for coherence in their life stories. Bieler suggests that
coherence processes can retain contingency, seemingly contradictory elements and
openness, including openness towards a range of options, and what Sabine Bobert
(quoted in Bieler, ibid.) calls the play with partial identities (Teilidentitäten).
What are the implications if reflexion is always potentially fallible and tentative,

and the resulting identity is always incomplete? Rather than see this negatively as a
characteristic of sinfulness as Higton (2012: 158) does in his theology of education,
Streib and Luther consider it to be a constitutive, positive aspect of human identity,
the experience of the self as plural, alterity within my own person. When (intra-
personal and external) alterity is embraced positively as a necessary ingredient for
learning, Streib argues that the orientation towards the future is characterized by
responsibility and commitment. What Jantzen calls ‘thinking differently’ is
expressed by Streib (1998) as the ‘it-could-be-otherwise’ of fiction and narrative
which he considers necessary for religion to further the healing of the world. I
agree with Streib that a shaping into normativity and orthodoxy which remove
diversity should be resisted as intended learning outcomes for narrative identity
work. This is echoed by Alison Le Cornu (2006) in her examination of the
process of identity construction through theological reflection in Christian for-
mation. Le Cornu (2006: 17) asks whether it is ‘possible (or desirable) to construct
a “Christian” biography, a “Christian” existential being, a “Christian self”. This is
particularly the case in a diverse classroom where formation into confessional disci-
pleship is not a valid aim.

Autoethnography

This finally brings me to autoethnography as a tool to support emancipatory and
democratic Practical Theology in non-confessional settings. Ministerial training
courses are not unfamiliar with reflective writing, and its uses and usefulness are
analysed in the literature (e.g. Leach, 2010 and the response by English, 2011). It
offers a formal and often assessed space to record reflection-on-action for self-
directed learning, for example in the form of learning journals. The professional doc-
torate programmes in Practical Theology in the UK use journalling to accompany
and enhance the research journey (Bennett and Graham, 2008). In general, reflective
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writing is used as a tool for theological reflection by individuals and groups engaged
in Christian formation (Le Cornu, 2006).
What is specific about autoethnography that differentiates it from other methods

of (written) reflection is the reflexive focus inwards on the self while retaining
connection to context at the same time. As Ellis et al. (2011: 1) summarize it, auto-
ethnography ‘is an approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and
systematically analyse personal experience in order to understand cultural
experience’. Its underlying agenda to treat ‘research as a political, socially-just and
socially-conscious act’ (Ellis et al., 2011: 1) has strong affinities with educational
interventions of the Freirean emancipatory tradition such as Schüssler Fiorenza’s
model. For a thorough discussion of the use of autoethnography in theological reflec-
tion I refer the reader to Heather Walton’s (2014) Writing Methods in Theological
Reflection. In the process of autoethnography, elements of autobiography and
ethnography come together:

[autoethnographers] retrospectively and selectively write about epiphanies that stem
from, or are made possible by, being part of a culture and/or possessing a particular cul-
tural identity … Autoethnographers must not only use their methodological tools and
research literature to analyse experience, but also must consider ways others may experi-
ence similar epiphanies; they must use personal experience to illustrate facets of cultural
experience, and in so doing, make characteristics of a culture familiar for insiders and
outsiders (Ellis et al., 2011).

Beyond enabling the emergence of deeper perceptions, Walton (2014: 5, quoting
Ellis and Bochner, 2006: 433) also emphasizes the method’s action orientation:
‘Autoethnography wants the reader to care, to feel, to empathize and to do some-
thing, to act.’ Note in Walton’s description her reference to non-cognitive responses
which counter-balance the over-emphasis on thinking in Jantzen’s work. Moreover,
it is the action orientation arising from existential engagement which makes autoeth-
nography useful for the process of ‘becoming divine’.
In relation to face-to-face debate in class, autoethnographic writing has the

potential to overcome learners’ resistance to counter-hegemonic thinking and
being as unsafe. Some might fear that the practices of deconstruction and construc-
tion in the public sphere of a pluralist, non-confessional classroom would push
them out of their comfort zone. They are right: the democratic and emancipatory
classroom I am pursuing is a challenging place by nature. This is where autoethno-
graphic writing serves an important function to support ‘thinking differently’ in
conversation with classroom debate, but also outside it, in a spatial as well as a
temporal sense. It can serve as preparation for intervention in the forum by think-
ing things through in private13 before facing other positions. It can also help to
capture new thinking which has arisen in response to debate in the forum and
with hindsight.

13Where the autoethnographic task is part of the assessment, it does not remain private. But still, the learner might be
given the opportunity to edit their work before submission.
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Summary and Conclusion

I have argued that Practical Theology in non-confessional contexts, which challenge
binary constructions of ‘church’ and ‘world’, can offer a space for public debate
about the ‘common good’, what it is and how it can be pursued. This environment
orients learners towards ethical engagement, and thus it has the potential to make a
significant contribution to transformative action. The key method in this effort is the
deconstructive and constructive practice of ‘thinking differently’ in order to break
open new paths for ‘becoming divine’, which in itself is defined individually and col-
lectively in the classroom. The underlying theological anthropology of the learner
uses the metaphor of the fragment which highlights open-endedness and internal
ambiguity. However, in the Practical Theology classroom as forum, the experience
of the self in flux as well as in continuity, and faced with alterity, is destabilizing
and potentially destructive. Autoethnography as a written method for narrative
identity formation can act as a safe space which complements the face-to-face inter-
action in the classroom. Yet its primary aim in Practical Theology is to set in motion
a pattern of inward reflexion in dialogue within a wider context for self-
transcendence as a lifelong practice.
It has become clear that using a model of pragmatic public theology to respond

constructively to the presence of students of all faiths and none places the educator
firmly in the role of facilitator. What I propose is an enabling practice rather than a
teaching practice.14 The educator’s own ‘confession’ needs to be managed carefully,
especially with regards to student expectations of receiving clear messages about
examined learning content. In the forum as I have described it there are no ‘right’
and ‘wrong’ answers. There are good arguments and constructive, imaginative
ways of synthesizing different perspectives. However, the development of hegemonic
discourse is highly likely to be oriented towards the educator. Since standpoint
theory affirms that all participants inevitably bring their own perspective on the
studied material with them, learners should be actively encouraged to critically inter-
rogate any display of the educator’s bias. In addition, the model of radical demo-
cratic education suggests that the educator should publicly position themselves as
another learner who benefits from ideas generated by the forum and thus is also per-
petually transformed.
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